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C H A P T E R 14

High-Performance Computing
Applications for Visualization
of Large Microscopy Images

Large data visualization problems are prevalent in microscopy and find some1

reprieve in high-performance computing (HPC). Clusters and multi-CPU ar-2

chitectures help in accelerating applications such as feature extraction, image3

processing, and analysis of large 2D and 3D datasets. Cluster driven tile-displays4

have recently become popular end points for large data exploration because of5

their high-resolution capability and scalability. Certain algorithms and strategies6

have played a key role in designing parallel applications for these high-resolution7

displays. Issues regarding performance tuning of graphics, processing, and8

networking subsystems have also become important factors in building efficient9

scientific visualization pipelines for microscopy data.10

14.1 Mesoscale Problem: The Motivation11

Researchers analyzing brain tissue samples at multiple resolutions are faced with a12

well-known problem when traversing scales spread across several orders of mag-13

nitudes: the higher the resolution, the smaller the scope. When an investigator is14

zoomed in on a sample at subcellular resolution he or she has lost context of where15

the region of interest (ROI) lies with reference to other ROIs. This gap between16

dimensional scales makes it difficult to understand how higher order structures17

are constructed from finer building blocks. Problems traversing scales are partic-18

ularly acute in the dimensional range that is now called mesoscale, which is the19

dimensional range spanning hundreds of microns to nanometers. Structural ele-20

ments within this range include subcellular structures, cell-cell interactions, and21

macromolecular constituents. Within the nervous system, the mesoscale encom-22

passes those structures most associated with information processing (i.e., synaptic23

complexes, subcellular microdomains, and the fine structures of axons and den-24

drites). Understanding mesoscopic structures within the brain presents a unique25

challenge because of the extended nature of nerve cells, the cellular and molecular26

complexity of nervous tissue, and the intricate arrangement of cellular processes.27

Although the nervous system is perhaps the most extreme in terms of mesoscopic28

complexity, we are limited in our ability to understand even a well-ordered tissue29

such as muscle across large expanses in fine detail.30

The mesoscale gap arises in part from the requirement to use multiple imaging31

technologies to examine a specimen across scales. Each technology requires differ-32

ent expertise, specimen preparation techniques, and contrast mechanisms, and also33
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292 High-Performance Computing Applications for Visualization of Large Microscopy Images

requires a severe reduction in the amount of tissue. For example, if the pipeline be-34

gins with an entire brain, the end results in one small block of tissue, < 0.5 mm3.35

These requirements make it difficult for individual researchers to bridge scales,36

both because single researchers may not be familiar with a given technology and37

because there is significant loss of context as the scope decreases with increasing38

resolution of imaging technologies. Bridging techniques such as multiphoton mi-39

croscopy and electron tomography, correlated microscopy is a key methodology40

for acquiring the necessary multiscale data in order to fill in the resolution gaps41

between gross structural imaging and protein structure: data which is central to42

bridging the mesoscale gap and to the elucidation of the nervous system.43

From a computer science perspective, the mesoscale presents a number of chal-44

lenges. The two major ones are large data sizes and ultra-high resolution content.45

The typical size of a dataset collected by a microscope, capable of acquiring ultra-46

wide field mosaics, ranges from a couple of gigabytes to a few terabytes on disk.47

The content resolution ranges from a few hundred megapixels to hundreds of gi-48

gavoxels. The largest CCD sensors for electron microscopes are now approaching49

64 megapixels. With image formats of 8,000 × 8,000 pixels, these systems can50

be used to acquire wide-field mosaics (2D, 3D, and 4D) that exceed hundreds of51

gigabytes of content [1].52

For most analysis applications, researchers want to juxtapose many such53

datasets next to each other for visual comparison and analysis. Due to the large54

memory footprints of these datasets, it is not possible to load them entirely in the55

Figure 14.1 A section of the mouse heart as seen under National Center for Microscopy and
Imaging Research’s 8K × 8K CCD camera. The camera has a collective resolution of 64 megapixels
and the specimen stage can be moved in X and Y to collect tiles. These tiles can then be stitched
together form ultrawide field of view mosaic.
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14.2 High-Performance Computing for Visualization 293

Figure 14.2 The figure shows a scaled down version of an 18,000 × 16,000 pixel montage created
by data acquired from a light microscope. This ‘‘small’’ dataset has a resolution of 288 megapixels
and is ∼70 times the resolution of the best LCD monitor available in 2008.

video memory or even in the RAM of typical workstations. To add to the complex-56

ity, since many research groups are collaboratively working on these datasets, they57

are usually stored offsite, typically at a data center. In order to move a 100-gigabyte58

dataset over a university fast Ethernet network it typically takes over 2 hours. Mov-59

ing large data between the stages of the visualization pipeline not only requires60

efficient storage and query engines but networks that are several magnitudes faster61

by current standards.62

14.2 High-Performance Computing for Visualization63

The sheer size of the datasets generated by the field of microscopy has challenged64

computer scientists to come up with unique approaches for each phase of the65

visualization pipeline. Figure 14.3 shows a typical scientific visualization pipeline.66

The computational and rendering components of the pipeline are usually clusters67

or supercomputers hosted by universities and research organizations. Often these68

clusters are geographically located several hundreds of miles apart and at times in69

different countries since microscopy is a very collaboration-rich field. However,70

the final result of the visualization has to be delivered back to the researchers71

who initiated the process. To compound the problem, visualization applications72

are expected to be interactive in nature. This means that the popular model of73

queued job-submission in high-performance computing does not apply anymore74

since the users are expecting an instantaneous feedback. The causality of a user’s75

mouse interaction perpetuates data to be pulled from data centers and delivered76

to the cluster-farms for computation and rendering. The result of the rendering,77
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294 High-Performance Computing Applications for Visualization of Large Microscopy Images

Figure 14.3 A typical scientific visualization pipeline.

which is usually graphical primitives or pixels, is then delivered to the display at the78

user’s end. All this needs to happen within a period of few hundred milliseconds79

to seconds in order for the visualization to be interactive. The following section80

describes how computational grids and high-speed optical networks are used for81

solving such data and compute intensive tasks.82

14.2.1 Data Acquisition83

Filling in the mesoscale information gap requires data from a number of different84

imaging instruments. Researchers can now collect correlated, multiscale data from85

electron and laser scanning light microscopes to create interconnected 2D, 3D,86

and 4D geometries to study structure function relationships within key cellular87

and tissue subsystems.88

Over the past decade, this data generation has accelerated at an exponential89

rate, and scientific imaging instruments (e.g., electron and light microscopes) have90

been automated to now deliver large datasets, some exceeding 1 terabyte. From a91

resource perspective, such immense data sizes require seamless access to computa-92

tional, data management, and visualization resources that scale beyond what can93

be effectively deployed by individual research groups [11, 21].94

14.2.2 Computation95

Visualization in microscopy involves some very computationally intensive processes96

such as volume rendering and tomographic reconstructions of large datasets. These97

tasks are time consuming because of the sheer number of calculations involved.98

For example, tomographic reconstruction of an 8K × 8K dataset with approxi-99

mately 60 angles can take up to 4 days on a multi-CPU state-of-the-art computer.100

Researchers have been drawn towards high-performance computing in hope of101

finding some reprieve in clusters and computation grids [12, 13]. A significant102

amount of effort has been directed towards getting biological codes to run on103

parallel architectures in order to cut down the turnaround time. For shared com-104

putational resources, users have to use the job-submission model where a task is105

assigned to CPUs by a scheduler. The assignment is governed by existing load on106

the machines and the number of jobs submitted. Typically it is not possible to107

estimate a worst case turnaround time for a job and users might have to wait from108
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anywhere between, say, a few hours to a few days. Ideally, resources such as CPU109

cycles, memory, and network bandwidth should be dedicated for a job so an upper110

bound can be estimated on the time needed. In the best case users would like to111

get a visual feedback of a lower resolution model of the data so that they have the112

option of adjusting the parameters in real-time instead of waiting for the task to113

finish computing the large data.114

Besides faster computation it is also important to streamline this process for115

ease of use since the end users are typically not aware with the intricacies of grid116

computing. Web interfaces and the concept of a workflow are often employed to117

enrich the user experience and to guide them through the visualization pipeline118

[14--19]. This also ensures that the users are abstracted from the idiosyncrasies of119

the underlying computational architecture while providing the flexibility of future120

expansion of the resources.121

14.2.3 Data Storage and Management122

Modern microscopes are capable of generating several gigabytes of data on a daily123

basis. This translates to terabytes of raw data every year that needs to be made124

accessible to different collaborators for analysis and then archived for long-term125

storage. Researchers typically store the raw data generated by instruments on fast126

local disk arrays until it has been pruned and processed for analysis. It is at this127

point that the data is uploaded to data centers where it can be collaboratively128

viewed and analyzed by several groups. Specialized data centers have cropped up129

tending to the large data storage and serving needs of research groups across the130

globe. These centers not only provide scalable arrays of fast spinning disks but131

are accessible over fast optical networks. Efficient query of relevant data is a key132

component in the visualization pipeline and requires dedicated resources such as133

those provided by these data centers. It is not possible to keep all data on spinning134

media, and older, less-relevant data are usually relegated to slower, high-density135

media such as tapes where it is still accessible by the users.136

As microscopes increase in resolution and data acquisition capabilities, data137

growth is not expected to slow down in the near future. A robust and scalable138

storage resource strategy is required for the archival and management of these139

large datasets [11, 21]. Researchers are constantly investigating new algorithms,140

architectures, and media to help them in managing the growing storage needs of141

the community [20].142

14.2.4 Moving Large Data with Optical Networks143

In its January 2001 edition, Scientific American published an article about the144

growing demand for network bandwidth, reporting that the growth rate for net-145

work bandwidth far exceeded the growth rate of processors as predicted by146

Moore’s law [2]. In just the past few years it has become possible for research147

organizations and universities to buy dedicated lambdas or optical light paths.148

With the necessary networking hardware, it is possible to connect rare resources149

like expensive instruments, supercomputers, and clusters over these high-speed150

networks. This trend was one of the main reasons for inception of the OptIPuter151
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project [3]. The OptIPuter was a National Science Foundation project that was152

aimed at developing an advanced distributed computing infrastructure for collab-153

orative data exploration in the fields of biological and earth sciences. The project154

helped set up several light paths between universities across countries including155

the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, The Netherlands, and Japan, to156

name a few. The project also aimed at experimenting with the intriguing idea157

of user controlled light paths (UCLPs) [4, 5] where users for the first time get to158

schedule dedicated network resources and fiber between sites for experiments. This159

potentially allows a group of researchers to custom tailor a scientific visualization160

pipeline with dedicated bandwidth of several gigabits per second for moving large161

data. This approach would allow exploration of large data collaboratively by re-162

search groups separated by large geographical distances. Once the experiment is163

over, the resources would be freed and reconfigured for a different purpose. A164

significant amount of research has been directed towards developing new network165

protocols and performance tuning existing Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)166

and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) stacks inside operating systems to utilize these167

new networks more efficiently.168

14.2.5 Challenges of Visualizing Large Data Interactively169

As mentioned earlier, it is more challenging to model systems and software for in-170

teractively exploring large datasets since the queued job-submission model preva-171

lent in high performance computing does not provide the desired quality of service172

(QoS) guarantees. The queued best-effort approach suffers from a serious draw-173

back where results of a task might be returned after several minutes to a few hours.174

Since the users are expecting instantaneous feedback every time they interact with175

the software, the pipeline cannot possibly process the entire dataset at interactive176

rates. Parsing several gigabytes of data is intensive work even for the fastest par-177

allel computers, and resource allocation has to be done in a dedicated manner to178

guarantee a certain QoS. One commonly employed scientific visualization scheme179

for handling large data involves mip-mapping [6]. A large dataset is sent through180

a preprocessing stage where multiple resolutions of the data are created and stored181

in a tree-like structure. To aid in fast query or recovery of this data, it is also in-182

dexed or chopped into smaller pieces. During the actual rendering phase, the users183

interact with a low-resolution version of the dataset. The software will automat-184

ically start filling in the high-resolution detail once the user has chosen a region185

of interest. Also depending on the zoom level and the region explored, only the186

data that is actually needed by the graphical hardware is read from storage and187

rendered on the screen. Thus effectively at any given point, the software is only188

dealing with a small manageable portion of the large raw data.189

Apart from the problem of handling large datasets, the rendered output can190

span several hundreds of megapixels. Tile-displays have proven to be an effective191

solution for solving the need for large pixel real estates [7]. Figure 14.4 shows one192

such display being used by researchers for visualizing high-resolution content. The193

collective resolution of these displays can run up to a few hundred megapixels.194

They are usually run by a cluster where a single node drives one or more tiles and195

all the nodes are interconnected by gigabit Ethernet or equivalent hardware. The196
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Figure 14.4 Researchers using NCMIR’s 40-megapixel display wall for conducting collaborative
data exploration experiments. The display is managed by Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment
(SAGE), which allows multiple graphical applications to use the tile-display like a shared desktop
space.

software responsible for managing the displays is inherently distributed in nature197

and can synchronize the visualization across tiles. Ideally we would like to use the198

entire display as one giant desktop where multiple applications can simultaneously199

reside. Datasets can be placed adjacent to each other for visual comparison using200

these applications. These windowed applications can either run locally on one or201

more local nodes or remotely across the network on a cluster.202

Tile-displays at times span entire room lengths and can be cumbersome to in-203

teract with because of the large physical space they cover. Because of their large204

size, the paradigm of a keyboard and a 2D mouse on a fixed workstation does205

not apply very well. Users sometimes want to analyze the high-resolution content206

up close and sometimes want to step back to do a visual comparison of multi-207

ple datasets. Multiple users want to interact with different sections of the display208

simultaneously and want their own mouse pointer and keyboard. This is differ-209

ent from the typical one-desktop-one-user paradigm used by desktop operating210

systems. Thus, the displays bring with them a host of unique human-computer211

interface problems that require unique solutions. Computer scientists have exper-212

imented with alternate input devices such as wireless 3D mice and wireless tablet213

PCs which can be held by the user as they walk around the room and help provide214

user input to the displays. Groups are also working on camera-based face, gaze,215

and hand-tracking systems which will one day help do away with the need for216

carrying any physical input device on the person.217

14.3 Visualizing Large 2D Image Data218

Large montages are generated by biologists on a daily basis and are created219

by stitching together contiguous overlapping tiles of images acquired by the220
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microscopes in the X-Y plane. Final image resolutions vary from a few hundred221

megapixels to several gigapixels and storage on disk varies from a few hundred222

megabytes to terabytes. These datasets are perfect cases for using the mip-mapping223

approach [6] to achieve maximum interactivity. The software loads appropriate224

detail at different zoom levels by paging image data to video memory in a225

view-dependent manner. As noted earlier, the datasets cannot be used directly in226

their raw format and have to be sent through a preprocessing step in order to227

generate a hierarchical multiresolution structure. The tree is arranged in a way228

where lower or higher resolution images of a region can be accessed by traversing229

up or down the levels. Figure 14.5 depicts such a quad-tree where every node has230

four children and the child nodes are at higher resolution than their parents.231

For the sake of simplicity, splitting is done with square tiles where the sides of232

the squares are power of 2. The edge cases can be buffered with null or black pixels233

to maintain power of 2 dimensions. The other advantage of using this approach234

is that OpenGL textures are managed as squares with power of 2 edges. Thus it235

is easy to do the mapping between files on disk and textures in graphics hardware236

memory and the load times are consistent. It also helps memory management by237

minimizing fragmentation. The other big advantage of splitting levels into smaller238

tiles is when different cluster nodes are trying to load their portion of the data239

from the shared network file system it drastically minimizes contention for access240

to the same portion of data. Smaller files are more easily cached in memory by the241

file system and can thus be transferred over the network more efficiently.242

MagicCarpet [22] is software that supports mip-mapped based visualization243

of large 2D datasets (see Figure 14.6). It allows interactive viewing of multiple and244

possibly time-dependent datasets and even vector data. It has a simple intuitive user245

interface which allows users to zoom, pan, and flip through images. It has been246

observed that even though the mip-map creation needs to be done only once for247

every dataset, users find it inconvenient since the preprocessing can take several248

minutes to a few hours. This is a long time period especially in collaborative249

workspaces where users want to simply present the data to their collaborators250

during meetings. It is also unintuitive from the user interface perspective for the251

Figure 14.5 The figure shows a quad-tree hierarchy of images. Every parent node has four child
tiles. All tiles are uniform squares with edge dimension which are power of two.
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Figure 14.6 MagicCarpet running on the LambdaTable. The LambdaTable is a high-resolution,
cluster-driven display table that supports multiple simultaneous users. (Image courtesy: Electronic
Visualization Laboratory, University of Illinois at Chicago.)

data to go through this step before it can be seen on the displays. Users typically252

get impatient and sometimes assume that the software has become unresponsive253

on account of it taking a long time.254

However, the task is embarrassingly parallel [23] and can be sped up by sev-255

eral factors by running the preprocessing code on multiple CPUs. The OptIPuter256

project has made it possible for create a grid of computing resources over high-257

speed optical networks and the preprocessing step can be offloaded to clusters and258

supercomputers residing on this fast backplane. This type of grid computing ap-259

proach is widely popular in the scientific community since it allows groups to share260

resources beyond the means of most research organizations. We notice a signifi-261

cant speedup by running the preprocessing code on this distributed framework. The262

amount of speedup depends on the number of CPUs used and resources available263

but modest tests have shown that figures greater than 10X are easily achievable.264

14.4 Visualizing Large 3D Volume Data265

Large 3D volumes are a result of montages collected along the Z axis and are266

best described as a stack of 2D images. These volumes can easily occupy several267

terabytes of disk space and require techniques like ray tracing or ray casting [24]268

for rendering. Ray casting is a popular image-order method that generates realistic269

renderings by casting viewing rays from each point on the image plane through the270

data [24]. Samples are taken at discrete intervals along the ray. These samples are271

used to generate pixels on an image plane. Thus the 3D volume space is projected272

on a 2D plane. The density of the rays and sampling frequency used decide the273
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resolution of the final image rendered. Some of these lighting models are very274

complicated, and achieving interactive frame rates even with volumes that can be275

fitted into the graphics memory can get challenging very fast. (See Figure 14.7.)276

There are other similar volume rendering methods such as 3D texture mapping277

[25] and several possible optimizations for making computation more efficient and278

even hardware support is built inside most modern GPUs, but the sheer number279

of calculations involved increases exponentially with volume size. Most techniques280

also require that the data be contained entirely in RAM if implemented on the281

CPU, or in texture memory if implemented using graphics hardware [25]. Mod-282

ified approaches are used when data size exceeds the amount of available mem-283

ory. The three primary approaches for dealing with large volume data involve284

data bricking/paging, use of compression, and parallel processing. Data bricking is285

analogous to the mip-mapping discussed in the previous section where raw data is286

sent through a preprocessing stage to generate a multiresolution hierarchical data287

structure. In the case of 3D data, this structure is an octree where every node has288

eight children as shown in Figure 14.8. As in the case of 2D mip-mapping, indi-289

vidual levels are divided into smaller manageable bricks. Depending on the view290

frustum requested by the user, bricks are loaded in to the graphics memory or291

discarded. Modern graphics hardware already supports a notion of paging akin to292

virtual memory where least recently used memory blocks are purged and overwrit-293

ten with data from the main memory to aid in fast graphics pipeline processing.294

Octreemizer [26] is one such system that uses an octree data structure cou-295

pled with a multilevel paging system and predictive cache to roam through large296

volumetric data. The multilevel cache operates between video memory and main297

memory, and between main memory and disk. Using a least recently used (LRU)298

replacement strategy, the predictive cache fetches data based on the direction of299

user movement.300

Figure 14.7 Volume rendering using ray casting. A ray starting at a point on the image plane is
cast through the volume to evaluate the optical model. Samples are taken at evenly spaced intervals
along the ray.
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Figure 14.8 Volume data arranged as an octree where every level has eight children. Each node
in the tree is further bricked into smaller pieces to aid in efficient loading times and memory
management.

Parallel rendering of large volumes with multiple CPUs are primarily done us-301

ing either an image-order approach or an object-order approach. Both approaches302

allow the task of rendering to be distributed to multiple CPUs simultaneously and303

then require an additional step to merge the individual results into a final image.304

Image-order rendering requires looking back from the final image and deciding on305

a portion of the image to be generated by each processor. Since this division is306

disjoint for every processor, they can each work on their sections of the data and307

render tiles. The compositing step is simple since all the tiles have to be stitched308

together for the final image. However, care needs to be taken to distribute the309

tasks efficiently since a processor with mostly black or empty voxels can finish its310

task earlier than others and will then sit idle while other processors are computing.311

Object-order rendering usually splits the data between processors in a fixed prede-312

termined manner without worrying about the view frustum of every frame that is313

generated. During the execution, every CPU is supposed to calculate a projection314

based on the user-determined view port. However, the final compositing step is315

more complex in this case since it requires blending of all the individual projections316

in the right order.317

Parallel computation of data is one requirement for handling large volumes in-318

teractively. The other requirement is display of the high resolution rendered output.319

Again cluster-driven tile-displays prove to be an invaluable asset in providing the320

necessary pixel real-estate to view the results across several hundreds of megapixels.321

The Volume Rendering Application (VRA) [27] is an image-order based parallel322

volume rendering system that can render on high-resolution display walls. It em-323

ploys an octree-based multiresolution data structure to page in the correct bricks324

and resolution based on the view frustum.325
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14.5 Management of Scalable High-Resolution Displays326

One basic requirement for working with these room-sized tile-displays is that they327

be treated as one contiguous desktop where multiple visualization applications328

and/or datasets can be rendered simultaneously. These applications can be a het-329

erogeneous mixture of simple, single CPU programs to more complex parallel codes330

that run on clusters and supercomputers. Sometimes these applications execute on331

remote machines and/or clusters and need to stream their high-resolution output332

to the displays at the user end over fast networks. Examples of such compute-333

intensive applications are large 2D mosaic viewers and volume rendering software334

that are used by researchers for viewing and analyzing biological data.335

14.5.1 SAGE (Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment)336

SAGE provides a graphics streaming architecture for supporting collaborative337

scientific visualization environments with potentially hundreds of megapixels of338

contiguous display resolution [8]. It was specifically designed for high-resolution339

cluster-driven scalable tile-displays and provides a giant contiguous ‘‘desktop’’340

space. Applications that run on SAGE-enabled displays transport their rendered341

pixel frame buffers over the network [9, 10]. Multiple applications can be shown342

on these big desktops as windows that can be resized or moved by the users.343

Large datasets arranged next to each other for visual comparison are an im-344

portant tool for the biologists since a lot of the analysis is still done manually.345

(See Figure 14.9.)346

Figure 14.9 SAGE driven high-resolution displays allow users to arrange large datasets next to
each other for visual comparison. Collaboration tools in the environment also support HD video
conferencing.
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The network-centric architecture of SAGE allows users to simultaneously run347

various compute intensive applications, such as 3D volume rendering, 2D montage348

viewers, and video streaming on local or remote computers. The environment also349

supports collaboration where the pixels from applications can be displayed at mul-350

tiple sites simultaneously using network multicast or broadcast. Since the resolution351

of most graphical applications that run on these displays is very high, streaming352

requires a lot of bandwidth. For example, an uncompressed 30-fps HDTV stream353

with a resolution of 1,920 × 1,080 requires ∼1.5 Gbps. The OptIPuter infras-354

tructure plays a crucial role in enabling this distributed computing architecture.355

Rendering and compute clusters can access the high-resolution displays over fast356

optical networks and stream their pixel frame buffers.357

SAGE’s streaming architecture is designed so that the output of arbitrary358

M × N pixel rendering cluster nodes can be streamed to Q × R pixel display359

screens [10], allowing user-definable layouts on the display. The dynamic pixel360

routing capability lets users freely move and resize each application’s imagery over361

tiled displays in run-time, tightly synchronizing multiple component streams to362

form a single virtual stream.363

14.5.2 COVISE (Collaborative Visualization and Simulation Environment)364

COVISE [28] was originally been developed at the High Performance Computing365

Center Stuttgart (HLRS), and has been commercialized by the Stuttgart based366

VISENSO GmbH. It is a toolkit to integrate several stages of a scientific or technical367

application such as grid-generation, simulation, data import, post-processing, and368

visualization. Each step is implemented as a module. Using a visual user interface,369

these modules can be connected to a data flow network.370

Each of the computational and I/O modules in this workflow can reside on371

a different computer. This allows distributing the work load among different ma-372

chines. For instance, the pre- and post-processing modules can run on a visual-373

ization server, while the simulation runs on a remote supercomputer. The display374

modules can run on the workstation of a user, or on a visualization cluster driving375

a multiscreen visualization environment.376

COVISE’s virtual reality rendering module OpenCOVER can run on a variety377

of interactive displays and environments. Figure 14.10 shows COVISE managing378

the 15-tile rear-projected StarCAVE VR environment. It can even be used on a379

single computer with a mouse, but then the user cannot take advantage of its im-380

mersive capabilities. OpenCOVER is ideally run on tracked stereo environment,381

using 3D pointing devices. OpenCOVER uses the OpenSceneGraph API for its382

3D rendering, which is an object-oriented framework on top of OpenGL. Open-383

COVER has the ability to link multiple virtual environments together over the384

Internet, allowing for collaborative work between users in different buildings of385

a campus, or even on different continents. OpenCOVER is an open interface, in386

that the application programmer can write plug-in modules in C++ to create cus-387

tomized virtual reality applications, using COVISE’s support of a large variety388

of virtual reality input and output devices, as well as interaction handling and389

network communication algorithms.390
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Figure 14.10 COVISE running on the 15-tile StarCAVE at the California Institute for Telecommu-
nications and Information Technology at the University of California San Diego.

14.6 Virtual Reality Environments391

Virtual reality display environments have historically proven invaluable for sci-392

entific visualization. Large 3D data exploration becomes more intuitive when the393

users are immersed in the dataset and forced to orient themselves with respect to394

regions of interest.395

14.6.1 CAVE (Cave Automatic Virtual Environment)396

The CAVE [29] is room-sized virtual reality apparatus that was invented at the397

Electronic Visualization Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Chicago. It is398

made up of high-resolution rear-projection displays and the first prototypes were399
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cube-shaped rooms of dimensions 10 × 10 × 10 ft. Projection is done on the walls400

and the floor to enable an immersive VR experience. Users wear 3D glasses to see401

stereo and the system supports multiple simultaneous users. The primary viewer402

wears a headgear and is head-tracked so that the correct perspective view is gener-403

ated for his/her eyes. The user can navigate through the 3D scene using a handheld404

controller like a joystick. The joystick position and orientation in space is tracked405

too so the user can potentially reach into the data and click on a point of inter-406

est. The first versions were run by expensive multi-CPU machines specialized for407

graphics processing and later versions are run by Linux clusters using commodity408

graphics and processing hardware.409

Figure 14.11 (a) illustrates how the barrier linescreen technology is used for generating pixel sets
which are only visible to one eye at a time. Two such sets enable stereo vision. (b) shows a user
interacting with the stereo display without using glasses.
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Since its invention in 1991, many CAVE installations have appeared at uni-410

versities and research organizations across the globe and proven to be invaluable411

for scientific visualization and data exploration. As seen in Figure 14.10, complex412

protein and biological structures can be understood better because of the high pixel413

count of the projected screens. It is even possible to achieve higher resolution by414

tiling projectors per wall.415

14.6.2 Varrier416

The Varrier [30, 31] is an auto-stereoscopic scalable virtual reality display that417

allows users to view stereo images without the need to wear any glasses. Unlike418

most stereo systems, which are based on projected displays that use active or419

passive stereo techniques, it uses the barrier stereography technique [30, 31] to420

generate images for the left and right eye. It can use LCD displays and so it is421

possible to build a high-resolution tile-display version of this auto-stereoscopic422

device. In the barrier method, a virtual barrier screen is created and placed in the423

virtual world in front of the projection plane. An off-axis perspective projection of424

this barrier screen, combined with the rest of the virtual world, is projected from425

at least two viewpoints corresponding to the eye positions of the head-tracked426

viewer. Figure 14.11 illustrates this principle.427

The user does not have to deal with glasses but the system still uses a sensor428

based head-tracking system which lets the system know where the user’s eyes are in429

3D space. The projections for the eyes are then drawn behind the barrier linescreen430

accordingly. Like for the CAVE, the users also have a tracked joystick that allows431

users to pick and poke at 3D data. Work is well underway to develop a fast neural432

networks and camera-based head-tracking system that will help do away with the433

sensor headband. Future systems will also employ high-resolution cameras to do434

real-time hand gesture recognition to replace the joystick. The ultimate goal is to435

have a completely encumbrance free VR system.436

14.7 Future of Large Data Visualization437

The popular belief of using high-performance computing to group several CPUs438

together to achieve the power of future machines plays a key role in solving the439

large data-exploration problems of today. Multicore, multi-CPU parallel architec-440

tures seem to have an answer for handling large data visualization and we will441

see more of these machines appearing at research organizations across the globe.442

One recent exciting development has been the advent of programmable GPUs.443

These inexpensive processors currently host up to 128 cores and have dedicated444

fast memory and bus bandwidth. Driven by the video game industry, these graph-445

ics cards are available as commodity hardware and can be clubbed together for446

scalability. It is possible to envision a cluster farm of GPUs running scientific visu-447

alization codes for interactive data exploration. Due to the inexpensive hardware,448

they will also enable smaller research organizations to build their own graphics449

supercomputer without having to depend on expensive shared resources such as450

those hosted by supercomputing centers.451
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14.8 Conclusion452

The problems generated by mesoscale in microscopy have challenged high-453

performance computing by bringing together large multimodal, multiscale data454

collected from a variety of instruments. However, the problems need a good solu-455

tion in visualization to help in our understanding of the data. Scientific visualization456

has always proven to be a challenge for the best and fastest computing machines as457

scientific datasets, such as those generated by microscopy, get bigger every year. It458

is apparent that computers will be playing catch-up with the data for several years459

to come. Though the problem looks overwhelming at first glance, with the advent460

of fast and inexpensive optical networks and graphics and computing hardware,461

it is possible to tailor high-performance scientific visualization pipelines to help462

alleviate large data exploration problems to a great degree. Efficient parallel data463

handling algorithms and high-resolution scalable displays also play a key role in464

visualizing these datasets.465
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